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About This Game
Have you ever wondered what Necromancers do in their spare time? They compete in EXTREME graveyard sports!
Join us for the Necroball Championship tournament and step into the shoes, or paws, of one of the all-star players in the
professional Necroball circuit.

Super fast PvP tower defense! Lead hordes of minions to victory in this ghoulishly fast-paced competitive sport
amongst Necromancers!
Pixel art wizard soccer! The first to score 50 points wins! Every time you shoot or kick the Necroball into your
opponent's goal, you get 5 points! When a minion gets to their goal you get 1 point!
Multiplayer madness! Play 1v1 or 2v2 with or against your friends in local and online multiplayer.
Classic twin-stick controls! Easy to pick up controls that feel like a classic twin-stick shooter using the triggers for
extra abilities. Move with the left stick, shoot with the right stick, and see your foes driven before you!
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Title: Necroball
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG, Sports, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
King Crow Studios
Publisher:
King Crow Studios
Release Date: 9 Jan, 2017
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Great intro to what should turn out to be a great game! Love the hands on approach to teaching important principles of science
and technology. As of now, I'm looking forward to more modules and to see what the team can come up with.. great game the
keys change everytimes of places so a great replayability and more we find keys more the enemies are quick and as soon we are
touch we enter in a red phase and there is great events and often different so i recommand this game the immersion is amazig
and, really nice graphism and the mansion is really nice too to visit so i recommand this game
. I can't afford VR.. Compleat\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Do not get.. This is a great game and it's really silly
when people give it a negative review because they don't understand Fight Fantasy games or book games in general.
So if you aren't interested in the genre, save your money. If you are. Get this. Don't be like the dummy who gave this a negative
review. If you're getting this, get it as part of the Season Pass. This DLC only adds five new Batman skins (and one Robin skin,
which will now be useless as the MP is getting removed), and nothing more. The skins are good enough; I love the Batman Noel
and Red Son skins, but other than that, it doesn't offer anything extra. If you don't care about playing dress up in your
videogames, you can simply ignore it.
This review is also valid for the "Infinite Earths Skins Pack", since, for some reason, Steam won't let me review it.. Deathlike
Awakening has a horrifying atmosphere, overwhelming darkness, creepy scenery and it's scary as hell. Although it has some
bugs - normal for early access, it still is a cool gaming experience. Great game for VR.
I can't wait for an update.
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A really nice variation from the usual teamwork multiplayer game. The game offers also a number of varied ships, ready to be
manned at any time, so different crew sizes can always find a good oportunity to go into battle.
The control of the ships and cannons is also very simple, and at the same time, fittingly complex. Every thing feels just natural,
and exciting from the start. A very satisfying experience.. ha this game is extreme scary. Good game !!. One of the best RPG
maker game so far. The gameplay and the story are perfectly logical. I love the vast world exploration and huge list of
achievements the game offers. There are so many things to do in this game. You can choose your party and which class you
want in your party. And each class has their unique role in the game.
That said but the lack of quest tracking and non-logic puzzle are quite a put off, especially the puzzle. I'm fine with all the
puzzle that need logical thinking but all the reflexes puzzle got me boiling so far. They are just so hard and my reflexes are not
fast at all. Aren't puzzles supposed to be about logical thinking???
And also the moa race. I can't even press fast enough to get >30 in 5s. That's just stupid.
But all in all great game!. The only bad thing about this game is the horrid coop implementation.
Why oh why can't each player have their own hero.
This would have made the game incredible.
Instead in coop it just isn't very good.
Still, the SP is solid and fun - but I can't help but feel like a massive opportunity was wasted..... Eh, 4000+ hours later, they
deserve 10 bucks. Or 20 as the case may be. <see also the zombie auto clicker>. Didn't expect to like this, but booy this is an
amazing game to play. The story, the stats, items, all it's getting along awesome. I love this game so far and I recomend it.. A
nice story filled with mystery.
The game has plenty choices and likes to make you wonder and question things.
Only thing i disliked is that few choices did not come with enough context beforehand. (something that the character naturally
knows but the story never told you 'the player'). Good ol' dungeon crawler. In the spirit of old unforgiving games. Lots of fun..
Nice catch, it's an introduction to the genre for me and I really enjoyed it.
I particulary liked the music, for the price I am happy to have a music player to be able to listen to them whenever I want
instead of a DLC :-)
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